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Millennials Arrive at the Polls: The Youth 
Vote, 2000-2008 
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Growth in Millennial Eligible Voters, 2008-
2020 (millions) 
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Size of the Millennial Generation 
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Diversity of Millennial Generation 
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Minority Presidential Vote, 
2000-2008 
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Share of Minority Vote, 
1988-2008 
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Population Projections by Race, 2010- 
2050 
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Democratic Deficits, White College Graduate 
Voters, 1988-2008 
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Democratic Deficits, White Working Class 
Voters, 1988-2008 
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Change in Shares of White Working 
Class,White College Graduate and Minority 
Voters, 1988-2008 
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Demographic Shifts and the 2012 Election 
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Four Questions about 2012 
• How much demographic change can 
we expect to see in the 2012 election? 
• Will Obama’s minority support be as 
high as it was in 2008? 
• Will Obama’s support among college-
educated whites be as high as it was in 
2008? 
• How large will Romney’s advantage 
among white working class voters be?  
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Scenarios 
• If Minority and White College Graduate 
Vote Hold 
• ….and Minority Vote Share Same 
• ….and Minority Vote Share Goes Up 
• If Minority and White College Graduate 
Vote Go Down 
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Where Are We Now? 
• What the Polls Say 
• Cell Phones 
• Hispanics  
• Registered Voters Vs. Likely Voters 
• The More the Voters Look Like 
America…. 
 
